
GENERAL RENTAL CONDITIONS UMSJATKA SEPTEMBER 2014 

1. RENTAL PERIOD
Our equipment is for rent per day, starting at 8.30 am to  6.30 pm. When equipment is collected later during the day you still 
pay the current rental price. If you rent our equipment during the weekend (for example if you collect the rented equipment 
on Saterday morning and return it on Monday morning 8.30 am) we just charge one day.

2. COLLECTION AND RETURN OF EQUIPMENT
If you come to collect the rented equipment we require an ID, plus a copy of the registration form of the Chamber of Com-
merce, plus a recent bank statement. If someone else collects the rented equipment (for example an assistant) he or she is 
required to show a signed authorization by the official renter of the equipment. The rented equipment can only be rented for 
a longer period than agreed on in the signed rental contract by mutual agreement between an Umsjatka employee and the 
official renter of the equipment and a written and signed permission of the same Umsjatka employee (the official renter of 
the equipment is not allowed based on this legal stipulation to rent the equipment for a longer period than the period agreed 
on in the signed rental contract). In all other cases Umsjatka will charge twice the current rental price for each day the 
equipment is kept in the possession of the relevant unlawful renter.
 
3. COSTS
The pricelist states the charged prices for rental (lighting) objects. These prices are excluding 19% BTW (VAT). If you come to 
collect the rented (lighting) objects for use on loaction you pay a deposit of four times the current rental price of each rental 
object. The deposit as agreed on in the signed rental contract should be paid in cash. Afterwards the previously paid deposit 
wiil be deducted in the final assessment.

4. LEGAL LIABILITY
Rented equipment is being checked by Umsjatka before collection by the official renter. With this we try to stay a provider 
of reliable equipment. Nevertheless Umsjatka is not liable for failing and/or jamming equipment and for any damage caused 
by this. Our advice to renters of our equipment for use on location is to double check the rental objects before leaving the 
studio with them.

5. DAMAGE AND INSURANCE
By signing these general rental conditions the official renter states that he or she has a valid Dutch WA-insurance and that 
Umsjatka provided him or her undamaged, non-failing and non-jamming equipment. Any damage or loss of rental objects 
arising from neglect or any other condition during the rental period as agreed on in the signed rental contract will be at the 
expense of the official renter of the equipment. Costs of repair and/or replacement will be based on current prices and/or 
replacement prices. The ofiicial renter has complete responsebility over the rented equipment during the rental period as 
agreed on in the signed rental contract.

6. OTHER LEGAL STIPULATIONS
The official renter of Umsjatka rental objects is not allowed to subrent the rented equipment to a third party. Umsjatka is 
allowed to refuse rental services without reason given. We do allow deviations from the general rental conditions, but only by 
mutual agreement between an Umsjatka employee and the official renter of the equipment and a written and signed permis-
sion of the same Umsjatka employee. By release of a new edition of Umsjatka Studio general rental conditions the former 
general rental conditions are no longer valid. By release of a new edition of the price list the former list of charges for rental 
objects are no longer valid.
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